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The Slade Research Centre in Woburn Square hosts collaborations
and events that involve researchers from many different fields from
the Slade and UCL, as well as from the wider community, national
and international. One of the aims of the Slade Research Centre is
to encourage and teach students to create artworks of the highest
quality, to help them develop and achieve their ambitions as artists,
and in so doing to engage in artistic research at the highest level.
The Slade Research Centre is used by all our programmes, including
undergraduate, graduate and doctorate.
Graduate Research Weeks are held at the Slade Research Centre
in the Autumn and Spring Terms and provide MFA and MA students
across all three areas, Painting, Sculpture and Fine Art Media, the
opportunity to explore an aspect of their work under a particular
research theme, which can be imaginatively developed in the unique
studio space of the Centre. The research themes involve basic notions
that continually inform the activity of art-making, and hence are key
to the development of artistic research. The research themes this
academic year, 2013/14, are:
Drawing
Colour
Projection
Body
The continual conversation of Fine Art with design, architecture,
fashion, and the development of culture and its related industries
is often overlooked. Much of what we see around us has been made
by someone who went to art school, often working with experts in other
fields. The Slade Research Centre and Graduate Research Weeks
support emerging artists in providing a forum to help construct the
thinking and making which will allow them to engage positively with
other disciplines. In light of exploring the constant themes that run
through artistic practice, related questions and ideas shift and change.
Context and materials change too, and through this dynamic, artists
bring new questions and answers to the fore, interrogating familiar
issues in new and different ways, and fostering innovative research.

This e-book represents a selection of the work of MFA and MA students
who participated in one or more of this year’s Graduate Research
Weeks. It demonstrates a range of experimentation, collaboration and
discussion, and reflects the spirit of ambition and enthusiasm that has
energised the programme. We would like to thank everyone involved,
the students and staff within the Slade and UCL, as well as the artists
and researchers from outside the university who have engaged in
our debates and given so generously of their time and expertise
to help us achieve our aims. Special thanks goes to Professor Chris
Dean and Dr. Wendy Birch, UCL Anatomy for their generous support
in hosting Anatomical Drawing for Slade students in conjunction
with “Body Week”.
Jayne Parker
Director of Graduate Studies, Head of Graduate Fine Art Media
Lisa Milroy
Head of Graduate Painting
Edward Allington
Head of Graduate Sculpture

Trent Bates
The function of space and the possibilities of intervention intrigues me.
The amount of space at the Slade Research Centre caught my attention,
especially the enfilade at the end of the first few rooms. I wondered
how else this alignment of doorways could function… or perhaps how
I could disrupt or even enhance their usual optical function.
To investigate this concept, I “drew” a line through the space with a roll
of tracing paper. The line undulating through each aligned room and
doorway, obscuring the usual view and obstructing the viewers normal
pathway into the space.
The theme Projection caused me to reflect on the fact that the
Slade Research Centre would most certainly be filled with light and
dark space as other participants would choose to literally project an
artwork into the space. This caused me to begin to see this light and
dark space as a un-functioning camera obscura. All that was needed
was an aperture and a medium to catch the projection.
A door separating a light and dark space became the body of the
camera, allowing me to attach a lens and a slightly opaqued medium.
As the viewer approaches the door to move into the next room they
see an ethereal reversed projection of the next room instead of the
normal image expected.
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Rory Biddulph
As responses to the physical world, my recent sculptures are formed
through a process of construction, destruction and reconstitution.
Manacled in rubber or embedded in concrete, their characters are
often formed through their tensile strength.
At the Slade Research Centre, I was considering the discourse
that arises through contrasting elements and positioning objects.
Resulting from an abrasive compounding of material, they hide or spit
vibrant colour, while awkwardly withdrawing in corners or squatting
in doorways like bulbous custodians.
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Rutie Borthwick
‘The making den’ is a series of ink drawings of fellow student
researchers on tissue paper in an installation of tissue paper, wood,
wire and canvas.
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Sarah Boulton
I create mostly invisible, three dimensional narratives or environments
or relationships.
What I mean by this is when I went to the café to wait for Polly (who
has currently become the gesture of when I walked around for a day
with an echo playing on loop in my pocket until the MP3 player ran out
of battery), I walked in there and there she already was. It was totally
about the chord, the link, the pull & the tension. I had to film her but
I did that as a surprise and then I had to tell her somehow. There are
always these relationships that float around in the air. Curated, cared
about and created, imagined and talked about (but also now, hopefully
manifested too not just instead?) a three dimensional way. How do you
capture a gesture that is always migrating?
Excuse me you have an eyelash (tell people this while installing during
the Body research week and touch their face as you do).
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Naomi Bourne
I approached the Body research week with the broad premise of
exploring colour and shape in relation to the bodily senses; some
aspects of this included heat, light, taste and touch.
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Jennifer Caroline Campbell
A painting is a gymnast. Slade Research Centre is a catwalk.
The space is elastic. It stretches in a lengthy way, getting shady at
the end. If you spill water on the floor, the floor grows and the walls
are hard as nails. It is a walk-through circus, its a made-up shopping
centre. A week to make your ball-gown. An intense cocktail party to
flaunt your weave. My paintings threw themselves around, climbing
the walls and reclining on the floor. They say sleeping on a hard wall
is good for the spine.
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Lea Collet
Instructions to interact with an object:
Choose an object
Pass it to and fro between you
Listen to it
Discover its qualities
Continually referencing the absent body.
Ordinarily objects are at our disposal
Change roles
Perform for an object
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Nuno Direitinho
Frequent interruptions investigates closed systems. The research for
this artwork consists of an installation relying on two cameras and two
projectors filming and projecting against each other.
The system goes into a long feedback loop flashing erratically in
the darkened space, changing consistency and rhythm whenever it
is interrupted by the audience walking into the space.
Broken Vortex IV is a time based installation formed by a group of
plinths with glass layered on top. In between the layers a small amount
of coconut oil that fluctuates from transparent to opaque, depending
on the temperature of the plinth, controlled by a light bulb installed
inside it.
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Leni Dothan
I build walls and structures that may never unite or rise to become
buildings. Each wall captures a story. I am loading the raw materials
which is both historical and fictional with content, and I inlay the walls
with memories of people and cultures. Lives, long gone, are captured
for a moment. Real memories are stored inside walls alongside
realities that I had fantasized. I assimilate walls of many cultures made
of different materials and they all carry within them the marks of the
family story. At a certain point, I fuse the story and the wall into one
unit; One story that reveals a reality at a given moment.
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Kate Hunt
I made this artwork in response to a story told by my tutor. When asked
why someone always seemed to be crying in a particular corner of
the Slade, Paula Rego replied that it was “in the walls”. Working with
plastic sheeting I found both a sense of body, and of a veneer falling
away, a vulnerability. The blue canvas was to suggest something
transcendent behind. Someone said they would like to get behind the
plastic and dive into the blue, and I liked that.
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Andy Gomez
In 1827 John Ayrton Paris created the thaumatrope (from Greek
‘wonder’ combined with ‘motion’), a round disc threaded on a string
with one picture on one side and another on the reverse; when the
disc spun, the images merged. This was the first device to tune into
the ‘critical fusion frequency’ of human visual perception, the speed at
which the brain no longer grasps individual images but superimposes
one on the other.
During my time in the Slade Research Centre, I built my own
thaumatrope using a whiteboard and elastic cord. The whiteboard
enabled me to frequently change the image on either side of the disc
through a process of drawing and rubbing out. I was able to combine
and blend together different images in what I can only describe as
a fantabulous fusion of illusory and real space…
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Robin Jung Hun Kang
We have been living in a world of plenitude, spoiled by an overflow of
great cuisine, high fashion, fancy goods, and technology.
The city continually replenishes itself, despite lack of space, humans
populate, as buildings continually rise and grasp at the sky.
As a result, trash bins overflow, commerce produces more fake goods,
streets are overpopulated by the homeless, cars pile onto motorways
forming gridlock, and bars extricate their drunks onto our streets.
Our papers and televisions boast images of murder, violations,
accusations, and outrage, but we are desensitized.
While commercialism and technology has made our city efficient, we
now lack in humanity.
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James Kelly
During the Slade research week I played with different scales and
different time speeds projecting video footage, recorded in front of
the Slade Sculpture Workshop’s forge. This consisted of several steel
pieces of work I had made, cooling from near white heat back down the
colour spectrum, to cold grey. The colour shift through yellow, orange
and red gives a metal worker a fairly accurate notion of the current
temperature, and I was interested to see whether people could “sense”
the radiating heat purely through the image, as the projection changed
from dazzling overexposure to near darkness and back again. This
was tried out both without, alongside and inside some of the original
forged objects.
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Anna Klimentchenko
This artwork deals with ideas of displacement and nostalgia.
It is inspired by my childhood memorabilia, Soviet postcards from
1970-80s, candy wrappers and food packaging labels. In this artwork
the aggression of the frenzied paint strokes is disputed by the more
controlled slowly painted shapes and drawing marks. I am striving to
create a supple tension between naïve, decorative and something
that is personally emotionally charged, while paying special attention
to the tempo of the mark created through usage of different media,
such as spray paint, markers, crayons and pencils. Arrangement
of motifs and the motion of mark making are echoed by the way
we think of our past – haphazardously, in-and-out of focus, blurred.
I am especially interested in the textures that are being produced and
exploring different media to generate them.
This painting is inspired by an iconic Russian masterpiece “Morning
in a Pine Forest” created by Ivan Shishkin in 1889. “Morning in a Pine
Forest” is also the image found on one of the most popular candies
that was produced in the USSR. My work pays tribute to this oil
painting/candy wrapper in a drawing-like format, with marks generated
by using different media, such as acrylics, inks, spray paints,
watercolors and oil pastels.
This painting is inspired by the imagery from 1970-80s Soviet
postcards. The shapes of the text fonts used in these greeting cards
form the more controlled element of this work. They allude to the Soviet
era without spelling out propaganda messages, thus eliminating any
association with the political agenda of those times. This painting is
a synthesis of my experiences expressed through a combination of
text, text-like shapes and recognizable vernacular imagery. It exists
to be seen, not read.
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Olga Koroleva
A Play of / fo(u)r Elements (2013) is a text work written to resemble a
script for a play. It takes the semantic similarities between the signage
in the space and directions within a script as the starting point. Thus,
the EXIT signs pointing to fire exits also marks the ‘exit’ for a character
in the play. The elements are fire, water, light (reflection) and air while
the ‘play’ also refers to wordplay.
I worked within the space in such a way that the resulting script
corresponds to the viewer’s position within the space if walked at a
medium, strolling pace. The text is to be read in the viewers’ own time
as they encounter the space. ENTER is for both the viewer and the
character in the play; the dead end serves as the starting point for
another potential play that the viewer (reader) may see in the signage
since encountering my script and projecting their own interpretation.

projection

Enter: FIRE
pull tapes!
double door – double
side
double act – act!
site
side – ways
in between
exposed from back
and front
insecure yet fixed at
the point of a double image
Enter: SEALED
slide front
in front of a dead
end you move
towards heading
towards not
looking for an
exit while the
exit looks as you
Enter: DOUBLE
double side
double sided
side-to-side and
shut
shut away
and stationary
immobile
foreign to movement
only one route
to take
a dead end
is a starting point

Nektaria Lampitsi
Our death is needed by the boundless nature all around
and is craved by the purple mouths of flowers.
If Spring were again to come, it will again leave us,
and then we shall not even be shadows of other shadows.
Our death is awaited by the bright sunlight.
To experience another such triumphant dusk,
and then to leave those April evenings,
for the distant kingdoms of the dark.
Only our lines may stay behind us,
ten solitary lines just to remain, like
pigeons scattered by castaways at luck,
but when the message comes it is already late.
Kostas Karyotakis
ΕΛΕΓΕΙΑ ΚΑΙ ΣΑΤΙΡΕΣ (1927)
The ‘The Tomb of your own body’ is an installation which found it’s
ideal space in the Slade Research Centre. That domestic space in the
entrance corridor automatically becomes a vital part of the artwork and
completes it visually.
I am interested in the presence/absence of the human body. How
a body can be somewhere without actually being there and vice versa.
How the memory of something that you didn’t actually live can be
stronger of the memory of something that you lived?
Originally I draw inspiration from my feelings towards several aspects
of my country’s – Cyprus – social tradition and perceptions. My artwork
is inextricably connected with my own emotional experiences. Historical
and archeological influences play a major role in the development
of my current research.
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James Lowne
The conjunction of technical and cultural language found in online 3D
software tutorials is set into an environment of printed recycling material,
and intermittently breaks into fragmented song. This investigation into
the material flow of language, cultural objects, electrical power and
recycling has offered up questions about the spaces of work, mediation
of affect and the floating space of digital labour.
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Natasha Malik
I wanted to examine how memory can be activated through sensation
but also undermined by visual reality. Two images of the staircase
in my house were projected on the wall. Looking at them, I could
immediately recollect how small I had always felt when standing at
the bottom of the stairs, or uneasy at the top. In this case however,
the stairs exist only as an image, inaccessible and meaningless. They
may appear to lead up and down, but there is no final destination,
the result is the same; the viewer is denied choice. The ladder, like
the stairs, cannot be comprehended through physical use; it is a falsity
and sinks in on itself. This inaccessibility mimics my own, where much
of my work recreates my home in one form or another, but I am always
aware of a sense of loss and inherent futility in this process.
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Julia McKinlay
I am interested in creating landscapes. Places to be explored and
navigated. ‘Horizon’ combined fluorescent, glossy and iridescent
colours with various basic materials such as wood and calico.
Thinking about creating a view to walk into, some objects referenced
invertebrates, plants and sea creatures.
During the Body research week, I was concerned with creating a
printmaking studio in the space. I spent the week moving between two
and three dimensions. I made monoprints of my ideas for the space as
well as inking up pieces of wood that were then suspended or placed
upright on the floor. I wanted to explore the action of pressing and
lifting that is fundamental to printmaking.
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Matt Morris
What happens when a sheet of paper stops being flat? A tear a cut or
a fold can produce lines, shapes and shadows which enact a set of
relationships through the effects of light and gravity within a chosen
environment. It can then have the possibility of becoming something
that is in the world, more than just a representation of it.
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Maria Teresa Ortoleva
There Is No Perception That Is Not Full Of Memory (Chasing
Conscious Perception) is a performative drawing in space, realised
by the simultaneous action of reading Henri Bergson’s Matter And
Memory and translating it into hand drawn models.
The project researches the interplay of perception and memory in
ordinary experience of reality and adopts drawing as a language of
visualisation outlining the structures and grammar of the phenomenon.
The space of the empty studio at the Slade Research Centre becomes
a space of comprehension, reflecting the space of the mind as on
a blackboard. The immediate charcoal marks keep track of the mental
activity and digest it through the hand, wandering around ideas of
matter as an aggregate of images, the system of perception, the subject
as an active point in this system, conscious perception, contraction
of past and future into the present instant and perception awakening
memory, thus awakening consciousness.
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Rotem Sadi
Sound scapes are always about memory, otherwise they would be
an alienating experience. Sadi’s sound scape is a collection of sounds
we already know, put together in an interesting way. It is meaningful
because we have heard these sounds, or similar sounds before.
Sometimes these are obvious connections, birds which I followed
through Sadi’s track as I walked in the countryside, and sometimes,
especially when nostalgia and memory intrude, not so obvious. Sadi’s
waves and evoked half-memories of my first home where I lived by
the sea until I was two. Of course, I was too young to remember the
sound of those particular waves, but I am told they rocked me to sleep
every night and it is specifically those waves that I thought of when
I listened. Memories collapse into other memories and always
when I think of my first home, I think of my first memory. A bed is being
made. White sheets catching golden yellow light and parachuting
down to the bare mattress. I see little feet, on a wood floor. My own
little fat feet standing on unvarnished boards and there is the crashing
ocean outside.
The waves too struck me, as I was walking along the Thames.
We were looking for treasures coughed up by the river on a sweep of
sand. We found stems and bowls of clay pipes favoured by Londoners
in the 17th century and thrown into the river. I like these. I like to collect
things that people I have never met, who are long dead, have put
their mouths on. Other things too were worth considering, worth taking
home; a heart shaped stone, a beautiful crockery fragment, a bone
from the spine of a cow. London is littered with historical debris more
treasure than trash, sitting and waiting for someone to pluck it from
a river bed and hold it up to the light. As I collected bits of history in my
skirt and listened, I was reminded that our cities are also full of sounds.
I had never considered it this way before, until I listened and listened
well to Sadi’s work, because sounds fade and disappear long before
objects are eroded and go back into the earth.
Sounds stack up in our minds, in our memories, in our cities. Sadi’s
work teaches us how to see the regular cacophony, how to hear it, how
to pluck sounds from the mud and consider them.
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Noga Shatz
During the Projection research week, I created an installation placing
an object of a very small creature covered with plaster and projected
on the object a video in Grayscale of trees in a storm.
During the Body research week, I created an installation called “Black
bird”. I built a moving sculpture of a small bird covered with black ink.
The bird was standing on a metal branch connected to a metal pole
and was circling around herself in an endless movement.
In these two works I was interested in the movement between a
two dimensional work like the ink drawing or the video projection on
the wall and the three dimensional objects. I was also interested in
the state of a movement in relation to a state of stillness.
Thinking of the term “body” I wanted to create a state in which the
shadow of the work will be more present and meaningful than
the actual objects used to create it. For this installation I used a paper
cut, some bubble wrap pieces, metal wire and a source of light. The
source of light projected through these objects created a ghost image
on the wall.
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Cezar Sperinde
My current research explores, and responds to architectural features
as a method for understanding and dealing with empty spaces.
For the ‘body’ theme of Slade research week, I decided to make
the work Waxing, using the materiality of masking tape as a form to
suggest or refer to body waxing.
The bright coloured tape creates triangular shaped shadows in the
corner of the room gesture towards the bikini area.
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Tessa Tapscott
Much of my artwork and artistic interests stem from a desire to connect
with the psyche through the tangible body. I want the viewer to regard
my artwork as something could be another being or the essence of
a living thing, and hopefully reflect that back on themselves. While
this does not necessarily mean the human body directly, I seek to
capitalize of the fact that most people will try to relate with anything
that possesses life-like characteristics (i.e. limbs or flesh) as it allows
me to elicit quite strong feelings.
My research for the Body research week was titled, “Hypochondria”,
consisted of finding ready-made, often, trash objects and conjoining
them with plaster objects that I made in the space. I sought to create
feelings of bodily discomfort within the viewer, by drawing flesh and
bone out from the confines of the solid body with the juxtaposition of
more skeletal materials against others that appear more organic. Each
piece is named after an active ingredient in the medicine one might
take to alleviate certain ailments that could affect the areas of the body
that I think each piece reflects.
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Tara Tate
I explored the themes of ‘repetition’ and ‘infinity’ within the ‘Projection’
research week at Woburn, particularly within the context of a series of
set up projection experiments and feedback loops. Through this series
of experiments using live-feed from analog cameras, I was able to
create some bizarre situations and forms.
By using certain objects or props in repetition, such as a washing line of
socks in order to simulate it continuing endlessly, as well as two parallel
full-length mirrors, I created videos out of various configurations of the
same installation, each time trying to capture an infinity or vanishing
point of some kind. The main result of the week was predominantly
a digital image captured from the live-feed of a camera facing the
same wall as it’s projection.
The feedback loop this created was photographed and later revealed
a unique combination of colours and hues – due to the refraction
of light between the camera lens and projector light – which after
a simple manipulation of the gamma settings or function within Adobe
Photoshop, became much more pronounced and noisy. I felt this
residual photograph showcased the series of processes which led to
its inception in a rather residual way, and consequently in the same
light decided to also render a monotone screen-print from the digital
image. The experiment retrospectively revealed the ‘fixity’ and ‘flux’
of sorts, that the ideas of ‘repetition’ and ‘infinity’ can produce within
constructed paradigms using a combination of technologies.
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Luca Vanello
Various health and beauty products, disposed from houses where
people have passed away, were collected. Most of the products had
partially been used by their previous owners. The remaining liquids
and powders were squeezed out in a dark corner of the space. A list
next to it reported the amount of days that the products could have still
been used for.
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